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Cosmic ray spectrumCosmic ray spectrum

Power law index 2.7Power law index 2.7

12 orders of magnitud 12 orders of magnitud 
energyenergy
32 orders of magnitud in 32 orders of magnitud in 
fluxflux

Only few features:Only few features:
Knee  Knee  
Ankle Ankle 

Knee

Ankle



How to detect cosmic rays?How to detect cosmic rays?
Direct detection: balloon or Direct detection: balloon or 
spacecraft measurementsspacecraft measurements

Detection via air showers Detection via air showers 
measurementsmeasurements

1 part/m2.s

1 part/m2.year 

1 part/km2.year 

3000 km2

0.1 km2
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UHECRs sources UHECRs sources 

Expect EHE photons Expect EHE photons 
and neutrinos  and neutrinos  

Bottom up mechanismBottom up mechanism
Emax - Z.B.LEmax - Z.B.L

Top down mechanismTop down mechanism

Supermassive particleSupermassive particle
Topological defect Topological defect 



UHECRs propagation: energy losses in the CMBUHECRs propagation: energy losses in the CMB

Photo-pion productionPhoto-pion production

GZK cut off GZK cut off 

Photo-dissociationPhoto-dissociation





Low energy cosmic rays are deflected by Low energy cosmic rays are deflected by 
galactic and extragalactic magnetic fieldsgalactic and extragalactic magnetic fields

UHECRs propagation: UHECR astronomy?UHECRs propagation: UHECR astronomy?

UHE protons should point to their sourcesUHE protons should point to their sources

10101818 eV eV 101019 19 eVeV 10102020 eV eV



Situation before Pierre Auger Observatory:Situation before Pierre Auger Observatory:
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Pierre Auger Observatory Pierre Auger Observatory 

4 Eyes (6 X 4 telescopes)
10 % duty cycle

1600 water tanks
1.5 Km spacing 
3000 Km2 

100 % duty cycle

Surface detector array 
+ Fluorescence detectors

A unique and powerful design to observe ultra high energy cosmic 
rays and probe particle interactions at the highest energy frontier.
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Size of largest UHECRs detector arraySize of largest UHECRs detector array
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S(1000)

Signal lateral 
distribution  

Longitudinal Profile

PAO detection of  air showers PAO detection of  air showers 

Time Structure 
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S(1000)

Signal lateral 
distribution  

Longitudinal Profile

PAO energy calibration PAO energy calibration 



Key results from the Pierre Key results from the Pierre 
Auger ObservatoryAuger Observatory





UHECRs sources: Bottom up vs. Top downUHECRs sources: Bottom up vs. Top down

Top down model for UHECRs rejected  by neutrino and photon limitsTop down model for UHECRs rejected  by neutrino and photon limits

Photons vs Hadrons showersPhotons vs Hadrons showers
● ● Higher value of the XmaxHigher value of the Xmax
● ● Lower average number of muonsLower average number of muons
● ● Steeper LDF and consequently aSteeper LDF and consequently a
smaller footprint at ground.smaller footprint at ground.

Down-going (all flavors) neutrinos that developDown-going (all flavors) neutrinos that develop
deep in the atmosphere generating inclineddeep in the atmosphere generating inclined
showers and triggering the Auger surface detectorshowers and triggering the Auger surface detector
can be identified provided their zenith anglescan be identified provided their zenith angles
exceed 60 degrees.exceed 60 degrees.
Tau neutrinos entering the Earth with a zenithTau neutrinos entering the Earth with a zenith
angle close to 90 degrees can interact andangle close to 90 degrees can interact and
produce a tau lepton that decays in theproduce a tau lepton that decays in the
atmosphere inducing an “upward-going” showeratmosphere inducing an “upward-going” shower
that triggers the surface detector. that triggers the surface detector. 



Energy spectrum ICRC2017Energy spectrum ICRC2017

Flux suppression confirmed (CL > 20 sigma)Flux suppression confirmed (CL > 20 sigma)
But why? GZK effect or  exhaustion of sources ?But why? GZK effect or  exhaustion of sources ?
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Astrophysical sources Astrophysical sources 
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Mass composition: mean and fluctuations of depth of Mass composition: mean and fluctuations of depth of 
maximum development of the shower (Xmax)maximum development of the shower (Xmax)

 

Lines from post-LHC modelsLines from post-LHC models
 Composition trend changes around ankle.  UHECR heavy Composition trend changes around ankle.  UHECR heavy  
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4 components fit to Xmax distributions 4 components fit to Xmax distributions 
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Dipole in galactic coordinates  Dipole in galactic coordinates  

 

Arrival directions of UHECRs  Arrival directions of UHECRs  
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Arrival directions highlights from AugerArrival directions highlights from Auger

 

Extragalactic origin favouredExtragalactic origin favoured

Anisotropy at 5,2 Anisotropy at 5,2 σσ level, E > 8 EeV level, E > 8 EeV

Dipole fits the data.Dipole fits the data.

Centaurus A 3 Centaurus A 3 σσ  excess E > 60 EeV  excess E > 60 EeV

AGN  2.7 AGN  2.7 σσ  excess E > 63 EeV  excess E > 63 EeV

Stabusrst galaxies 4 Stabusrst galaxies 4 σσ  excess E > 39 eV  excess E > 39 eV
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Proton-air cross section from air showersProton-air cross section from air showers

 

X
1 
 is not measured directly. 

Use fluctuations in shower development 

X
1 
 First interaction depth

X
max 

  distributions



High Energy Physics with AugerHigh Energy Physics with Auger

Muon deficitMuon deficit  
Standard UHE P-Air cross sectionStandard UHE P-Air cross section  
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  What is next: Auger PrimeWhat is next: Auger Prime

 New muon detectors.
 Select proton showers
 Mass composition at logE[eV]>19.5
 Muon excess particle physics

Event-by-event composition sensitivity for astronomy Event-by-event composition sensitivity for astronomy 
with light component at highest energieswith light component at highest energies

Can we identify the Can we identify the 
sources?sources?

Origin of flux Origin of flux 
suppression?suppression?

Can we explain why so Can we explain why so 
many muons?many muons?
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Summary Summary 

10+ years of the Pierre Auger Observatory data changed greatly 
the community view of HECR
Bottom Up CR acceleration . No new physics. 
UHECR are accelerated in astrophysical sources
Galactic - Extragalactic transition at Ankle. Not a propagation eff
ect. Source effect.
Data  compatible with  a rigidity dependent Emax.
UHECR are extragalactic
Flux suppression at highest energies: GZK e
ffect? Source acceleration limit?
 Muon deficit in models at highest energies
 Auger Upgrade will address remaining questions 
Future: Event-by-event composition sensitivity with AugerPrime for 
astronomy with light component at highest energies
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